
Scope: Expertly tucked behind Nationals Park in Southwest D.C., and featuring views of the U.S. 
Capitol and Washington Monument, is the stunning new Audi Field. Home to the D.C. United MLS 
club, this state-of-the-art stadium is an oasis for soccer fans in the heart of the nation’s capital, 
featuring 20,000 seats, 24 suites, two clubs, VIP lounge areas, a rooftop patio, retail space and 
more. With its sleek profile and fan-centric design, every seat feels like you’re near the pitch and right 
on top of the action, offering a one-of-a-kind supporter experience. Sightline Commercial Solutions 
engineered more than 18,000 linear feet of architectural railing for the 438,000-square-foot facility, 
adding safety and style throughout – from the seating bowl to the MVP rooftop deck, and the grand 
stairs to the players’ bench. Additionally, our team custom designed fencing, gates and architectural 
metal work for the team store and seating bowl contour.
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Tensiline™ Cable Railing with drink rail top 
mounted adds comfort and convenience to
the MVP rooftop deck.

A 6,320-square-foot custom perforated panel 
wall surrounds the entire north face of the East 
Building.

Tensiline Cable Railing can be found in front of 
the seating bowl, aisles, suites, overlooks & club 
patio. Courtesy Rail on the perimeter.

Griprail™ is floor mounted in the aisles, offering a 
graspable handrail for supporters as they walk.

Custom engineered perforated fencing and 
gates surround the entire site perimeter, 
completing the design of the stadium.

Horizontal Classic Picket Railing is face mounted 
into concrete in the vomitory areas and in front of 
ADA seating sections.
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We elevate places where experiences happen by providing innovative engineering, fabrication, and 
installation solutions to the most complex challenges. Discover our unconventional approach.


